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Nation Knows More "Secret Disneyworld
Facts" Than Parts Of Its Bill Of Rights
ARLINGTON- According to a
new report from the Pew Research
Center, Americans are substantially
more familiar with "secret Disneyworld facts" than with text from the
Bill of Rights. Researchers say Americans consistently excelled at identifying Mickey Mouse logos hidden in
Magic Kingdom attractions, whereas
most were unable to summarize the
third amendment.
"We were hoping Americans

The number of Americans who can identify Mickey's cufflinks is correlated with belief in states right

would be able to intuit some limitations of the first amendment, based on
how well they knew the map of tunnels
below Epcot. That wasn't the case,"
sighed archivist Eli Solomon.
Though most respondents were
able to provide an in-depth explanation of the calligraphy classes required
for each Princess impersonator, most
subjects showed "minimal, if any" understanding of concepts like probable cause
or due process. "We weren't asking them
to translate "habeus corpus" but if you're
gonna take the time to master Na'vi it's
a bit concerning, from a civics perspective."
Researchers claimed a small win
by way of the second amendment. "A lot
of folks shouted that one at us before we
even started the survey. Little victories,
I suppose," sighed one analyst.
At press time, experts released a
"Which Amendment Are You" Buzzfeed
quiz, in hopes of engaging Gen Zers.

Dinner Party Guest Presumed Smart After
Repeating Phrase "Vertical Integration"
CHARLOTTE- Attendees of a
Montpelier dinner party were wowed
by a fellow party guest on Tuesday
when the man repeatedy dropped the
phrase "vertical integration" into their
conversation.
"He was so subtle about it, like he
vertically integrates all the time," said
one partygoer. When questioned, no
guest was certain exactly what the man
did for a living, though the number of
times he used the phrase suggested he
must be a successful businessman of
some sort.
"You don't go bragging about integrating vertically if you're some lowlevel pencil pusher," remarked Trevor
Markum, a friend of the host.
Others complained the controversial guest was showing off. "Like,
okay Elon, can we bring the discourse

back down to Earth, please?" Sneered
another attendee, listening nearby. When
challenged to describe his own vertical
integrations, the haughty eavesdropper
stammered something about the dot-com
bubble before hastily leaving the event.
At press time, the presumed business tycoon was heard praising synergy to
assembled guests.
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Chik-Fil-A Customer Waits for
Server to Bless Food Before Eating
LOUISVILLE- Thanking the
cashier and accepting her change,
local woman Tara Quinn patiently
held off from eating until the ChikFil-A staffer finished blessing her
chicken sandwich combo meal.
"And may you draw strength
from this, thy Lord's bounty,
that you may resist sins of body
thy equal," intoned 19-year-old
Dominic Strauss, hovering his
hands above Ms. Quinn's medium
fries.
"I don't mind the fanfare but
sometimes the food gets cold before
they finish the Daily Collect," she
said. A Lutheran by birth, Ms.
Quinn says it's sometimes difficult
to know when exactly she can dig
into her Frosted Lemonade. "Just
when I reach for my straw he'll

start a call-and-response segment
and we're back where we started,"
she sighed.
Ms. Quinn also expressed
discontent with the franchise's waste
management. "I used to hand back
the sauce packets until I realized
they print the liturgy on them, which
makes it easier to follow along."
Customers unwilling to temper
their hunger until the end of the
waitstaff 's prayer say it's a calculated
risk. "One cashier tried to exorcise
me for sneaking a bite of my Spicy
Southwest Salad. Brought out snakes
and everything," wrote one Yelp
reviewer.
At press time, the Chik-Fil-A
pastor visited Ms. Quinn's table to
make sure she and her female partner
were " just friends."

"If you do not wish to receive communion, please fold your utensils across your chest."

Top 10...

People Worthy to
Wield Mjolnir
Only the most worthy can
wield Thor's hammer, we've
listed some below.

10. Doja Cat

9. The Brave Little Toaster

8. Paul Rudd

7. Betty White
6. Pee Wee Herman

5. This one raccoon that
lives in Bethesda

4. Larry the Lobster
3. Ina Garten

2. Denzel Washington
1. Clifford

J

Point

Counterpoint

By: John Callahan

By: John Callahan

Bleeds red, white, and blue

Mad he can't get a haircut

"These god darn snowflakes wouldn't last a day
at war. If their country
ever asks 'em to make the
slightest sacrifice they'll
whine and pitch a fit until
they get a free pass."

"Wear a mask at Costco?
No fair, I don't wanna!"
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Man Who Considers Himself a "Cinephile"
Also Claims Happy Gilmore as Favorite Film

BETHESDA- Speaking through
a mouthful of hastily chewed
Mike and Ike's, local man Dave
Yaris informed his girlfriend's
family that he's "kind of a movie
buff," despite common knowledge
that Mr. Yaris's favorite film is
Adam Sandler's Happy Gilmore.
"You could say that I'm
obssessed with the craft," continued
Mr. Yaris, who quotes Sandler's
1996 golf parody no less than four
times a day. With no prodding by
any others present, he went on to
vaguely claim "underdog narratives"
as his preferred genre, a subtle nod
to Happy Gilmore's putz to pro arc
to overcome Shooter MacGavin.
The 37-year-old toll booth
operator said he would be hard-

pressed to name his favorite director,
but it would "probably be a tie"
between Adam McKay, Todd Phillips and Kevin Smith. "Maybe Chris
Nolan," Mr. Yaris added off-handedly, before noting that Nolan's films
"didn't make me laugh enough."
The avowed film enthusiast also bemoaned the decline

of theater attendance. "Some
folks just don't understand
movies as an experience," opined
Mr. Yaris, who hasn't seen a
film in theaters since 2004.
At press time, Mr. Yaris
was overheard re-hashing the
entirety of the plot to Austin
Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me.

"But you've seen Billy Madison, right?" Asked Mr. Yaris of one beleagured party guest.

Brain Time with Mr. Math: Conversions
Hey kids! Did your parents put faith in the public school system, only to find themselves drafted
into a culture war stoked by Facebook algorithms? Bummer, let's practice conversions!

3 meters = 1 Chris Evans penis

8.2 grams= 1 Kangaroo Jack DVD

1 gallon = 32 hummingbirds, blended

$4,627.33 = 1 FrasierCoin™
19 years, 11 hours, 37 minutes = 1
trip to buy cigarettes, apparently

